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ABSTRACT 
Several properties of non-archimedean weakly closed subspaces in connection with the extension 
of continuous linear functionals are studied in this paper. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout his paper K is a non-archimedean non-trivially valued complete 
field with valuation 1. I. For the basic notions and properties concerning locally 
convex spaces E over K (which we assume to be Hausdorff) we refer to [7] and 
[5]. Especially, recall that in this last paper Schikhof introduced certain classes 
of spaces over non spherically (maximally) complete fields K for which a satis- 
factory duality theory exists. Mainly, he considered two classes of spaces: 
1. Polar spaces. E is polar if there exists a base of continuous eminorms 
p on E for which 
(*) p=sup {[ f l : f~E; [ f l<p}.  
The assumption that E is a polar space assures us of the existence of a topo- 
logical dual E '  which separates the points of E ([5], proposition 5.6). Then, the 
weak topology a(E, E')  is Hausdorff.  
2. Strongly polar spaces. E is strongly polar if every continuous eminorm 
p on E satisfies property (*). Schikhof proved that Strong polarness of E turns 
out to be equivalent o each of the following properties: 
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i) (Hahn-Banach property) For each linear subspace D of E, for each con- 
tinuous eminorm p, for each e>0, for each feD '  with If]-<P on D there is 
an extension feE"  of f  such that tfl _(1 +e)p on E. 
ii) For every continuous seminorm p on E, {xeE:p(x)_<l} is 
a(E, E')-closed. 
iii) Every closed edged subset of E is a(E, E')-closed. 
In particular, every closed subspace of a strongly polar space is weakly closed 
and has the weak extension property (see definition 2.1 for this terminology). 
In this paper we give several descriptions of subspaces having the weak ex- 
tension property (theorem 2.3) and of weakly closed subspaces (theorem 3.2) 
in locally convex spaces over K, revealing a closed analogy between these two 
kinds of subspaces. 
We apply our results to prove (theorem 4.2) that the class of locally convex 
spaces E over K for which every closed subspace isweakly closed coincides with 
the class of spaces E for which every closed subspace has the weak extension 
property. 
In § 5 we investigate he case where every associated normed space Ep of E 
has the above property. 
§ 2. SUBSPACES HAVING THE WEAK EXTENSION PROPERTY 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let us say that a linear subspaee D of E has the weak 
extension property (W.E.P. in short) if every feD '  has an extension feE '  
(see [3], p. 54). 
From General Topology (see for example [1], p. 195) we know that D has the 
W.E.P. if and only if D has this property. For that reason we only study closed 
subspaces with the W.E.P. 
EXAMPLES 
1. If E is strongly polar (In particular, if E is a locally convex space over 
an spherically complete field K) every closed subspace of E has the W.E.P. 
2. If E is polar, then every finite-dimensional subspace of E has the W.E.P. 
([5], proposition 5.6). 
3. If K is not spherically complete, c 0 has not the W.E.P. in l °° ([4], 
theorem 4.15). 
4. If D is a complemented subspace of E (i.e. there is a continuous linear 
projection from E onto D), then D has the W.E.P. In particular: 
4.1. Every closed hyperplane of E has the W.E.P. 
4.2. Let E be a Banach space with a base. Then every closed subspace D
of countable type is complemented ([4], corollary 3.18) and therefore D has the 
W.E.P. 
For one-dimensional subspaces we easily obtain, 
2.2. LEMMA. If D is a one-dimensional subspace of  E, then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
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a) D has the W.E.P. 
b) D is a complemented subspace. 
c) There exists f6  E' such that f(D) ~ {0}. 
PROOF. a)=b): As D has the W.E.P., the identity map on D extends to a 
linear continuous projection from E onto D. 
Clearly b) = c). 
c)=a): Suppose that D is the linear span of a point acE\  {0}. For every 
g ~ D', the map g : E~K defined by g(x) = (f(x)/f(a))g(a) (x ~ E) is a continuous 
linear extension of g. 
If M is a closed subspace of E we denote by E lM the quotient space endowed 
with the quotient topology and by nM : E--*E/M the canonical surjection. The 
next theorem gives us several characterizations of closed subspaces with the 
W.E.P., in terms of quotients paces. 
2.3. THEOREM. For a closed subspace D of E the following properties are 
equivalent: 
i) D has the W.E.P. 
ii) The weak topology tr(D, D') is the restriction to D of  the weak topology 
a(E, E'). 
iii) For every closed hyperplane S of D, D/S has the W.E.P. in E/S. 
iv) For every closed hyperplane S of D, D/S is a complemented subspace 
in E/S. 
PROOF. i)oii): Follows from the definition of the weak topology and the 
fact that every subspace D of E has the W.E.P. in (E, a(E, E')) ([5], example 
4.5 (iv)). 
i) = iii): It is clear that if a e D \ S, D/S is the one-dimensional subspace of 
E/S generated by ns(a). 
Let feD ' \  {0} such that S= {xeD : f (x)=0} and let feE '  be an extension 
o f f .  Then g : E/S~K defined by g(ns(x)) =f(x) (x eE) is a well defined linear 
continuous functional on E/S for which g(ns(a))=f(a)~:0. By temma 2.2, it 
follows that D/S has the W.E.P. in E/S. 
iii)=i): Let feD ' .  We assume that f~0.  Set S={xeD: f (x )=O} and 
choose aeD \ S. Let g be the continuous linear form on DIS that sends 
ns(a) into f(a). We can use iii) to obtain an extension g e (E/S)' of g. Then 
f=  g" nse E' extends f. 
iii) ¢* iv) is a direct consequence of lemma 2.2. 
§ 3. WEAKLY CLOSED SUBSPACES 
As it is usual, we say that a linear subspace D of E is weakly closed if it is 
a closed subspace of E endowed with the weak topology a(E, E'). 
Let us observe that D is weakly closed if and only if for every xe  E \ D there 
exists feE '  such that f(D) = {0} and f(x):/:O ([5], corollary 4.8). 
For one-dimensional subspaces we have, 
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3.1. LEMMA. A one-dimensional subspace D of E is weakly closed if and 
only if every one-dimensional subspace M of E with M:~ D has the W.E.P. 
PROOF. Suppose that D is weakly closed and let M be a one-dimensional 
subspace of E generated by b ~ D. As D is weakly closed, there exists f~  E' such 
that f(D)= {0} and f(b)SO. By c)= a) of lemma 2.2 we have that M has the 
W.E.P. 
To prove the converse we distinguish two cases. 
If there is f~  E' with f(D) ~ { 0}, then we have that D has the W.E.P. (Lemma 
2.2). Hence, every one-dimensional subspace of E has the W.E.P. Applying 
a)=c) of lemma 2.2 we obtain that E' separates the points of E. Therefore 
a(E, E') is Hausdorff which implies that D is a(E, E')-complete and then D is 
weakly closed. 
Now assume that f(D) = {0} for everyf~ E'. Let b ~ E \ D. As the linear span 
of b has the W.E.P. we have (lemma 2.2) that there is f~E'  with f(b) ~0 and 
necessarily f(D) = {0}. Hence D is again weakly closed. 
For weakly closed subspaces we obtain the following characterizations, some 
of which are closely connected to the corresponding one given in theorem 2.3 
for subspaces with the W.E.P. 
3.2. THEOREM. For a closed subspace D of E we consider the following 
properties: 
i) D is weakly closed. 
ii) (E/D)' separates the points of E/D. 
iii) For every closed hyperplane S of D, D/S is weakly closed in E/S. 
iv) For every closed hyperplane S of D, every one-dimensional subspace of 
E/S different from D/S has the W.E.P. in E/S. 
v) For every closed hyperplane S of D, every one-dimensional subspace of 
E/S different from D/S is complemented in E/S. 
Then we have that 
i) ¢~ ii) = iii) ¢~ iv) ¢~ v). 
I f  in addition D'~ { O} (For example when E is a pol r space [5], proposition 
5.3), then properties i)-v) are equivalent. 
PROOF. i)¢~ii): We know that D is weakly closed if and only if for every 
xeE\D there is anf~E'  with f (D)= {0} and f (x )~0.  But it is very easy to 
see that this property is equivalent to the statement that for every reD(X) 
(E/D) \ reD(O) there is an fe  (E/D)' with f(no(X))~O (Take f(zro(X)) =f(x), 
x~E). This last property means that (E/D)' separates the points of E/D. 
iii) ~iv)¢~v) follow directly from lemmas 3.1 and 2.2 respectively applied 
to E/S. 
Finally, let S be a closed hyperplane in D (this one exists if D '~ {0}). The 
natural map ~0 from E/S onto E/D given by (o(rcs(X))= reD(X) for each x ~ E, is 
a continuous linear map whose corresponding bijection from (E/S)/(D/S) onto 
E/D is a linear homeomorphism. Hence, applying equivalence i)¢~ ii) we have 
that D is weakly closed in E if and only if D/S is weakly closed in E/S. 
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REMARKS 
1. Let us observe that every closed subspace D with D'={0} satisfies 
trivially property iii) of the theorem. But this D is not necessarily weakly closed 
(Take E = l~/co x l~/co and D = l~/co x {0} over a non-spherically complete 
ground field K and recall that in this case (l~/co) '= {0} ([4], theorem 4.15). 
2. Looking at the proof of the last part of the theorem we see that in this 
part we have in fact proved that if D'~e{0}, the phrase "For every closed 
hyperplane S of D"  in property iii) (and hence also in properties iv) and v)) can 
be substituted by "There exists a closed hyperplane S of D such that".  
3. Applying the equivalence i)**ii) to D °(E'E') and taking account that 
(E/D)' is algebraically isomorphic to (E/Da(E'E')) ' (It is straightforward to
verify that the map (E/D)' T , (E/Da(E, E')), given by 
Tf : E/:D 'r(E' E')--* K 
f iE(E/D)') 
~oo(X)-'*f" ~D(X) 
is a well defined linear bijection from (E/D)' onto (E//ga(E'E'))'), we can 
characterize the weakly dense subspaces in the following way: D is weakly dense 
if and only if (E/D)'= {0}. 
EXAMPLES 
1. If E is strongly polar (In particular when K is spherically complete), every 
closed subspace D of E is weakly closed. 
2. If E is polar, then every finite-dimensional subspace of E is weakly 
closed. 
On the other hand, as a consequence of theorem 3.2 we can present a few 
more examples. 
3. If K is not spherically complete, c o is closed but not weakly closed in l =. 
Indeed, by Remark 3 of theorem 3.2 and the fact that (l=/co) '= {0} we have 
that Co is weakly dense in l =. 
4. Let D be a complemented subspace of E and let M be a topological 
complement of D. Suppose that M' separates the points of M. By the impli- 
cation ii)=i) of theorem 3.2 it follows that D is weakly closed in E. In 
particular: 
4.1. Every closed hyperplane of E is weakly closed. 
4.2. If E is a Banach space with a base, then every closed subspace of E of 
countable type is weakly closed. 
4.3. Every complemented subspace of a polar space is weakly closed. 
REMARK. Let us observe that, in the context of polar spaces, all the examples 
of weakly closed subspaces given in this paper have the W.E.P. and conversely. 
This fact leads us to the following questions: 
PROBLEMS. Let E be a polar space over K. 
I. Is every closed subspace of E with the W.E.P. weakly closed? 
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I I .  Does every weakly closed subspace of E have the W.E.P. ? 
The next results give a partial answer to prob lem I. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let E, F be linear vector spaces over K. Suppose that E and F 
form a dual pair (E, F).  For a linear subspace D of E the following properties 
are equivalent: 
a) D is a(E, F)-closed. 
b) D = S ± for some a(F, E)-closed subspace S of F. 
PROOF. a)~b) :  I f  D is a(E,F)-closed, then D is polar, i.e. D=D °° ([5], 
corol lary 4.8). Thus, we can take S=D°=D ±. 
b) ~ a): I f  D = S ~ , then D = S o which implies that D is a(E, F)-closed. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let F be a Banach space with a predual space E (i.e. E' is 
linearly isometric to F) such that E' separates the points of E. Let (E, F)  be 
the dual pair formed by E and F. Let D be a a(F, F')-closed subspace of F such 
that D ± is complemented in E. Then, D is complemented in F and therefore 
D has the W.E.P. in F. 
PROOF. From lemma 3.3 we know that D=S ± with S=D ±. Let Tbe  a com- 
plement of  S in E. It is straightforward to verify that T ± is a complement of  
DinF .  
3.5. COROLLARY. Consider the dual pair ( Co(I),l°°(I) ) for a set L Let D be 
a weakly closed subspace in l°°(I) such that D J- is of countable type in Co(I ). 
Then, D has the W.E.P. in l=(I). 
In particular, every weakly closed subspace of l ~ has the W.E.P. 
PROOF. D ± is complemented in Co(1 ) ([4], corol lary 3.18). 
§ 4. SPACES WITH THE HAHN-BANACH EXTENSION PROPERTY 
In this section we consider a wide class of  spaces including the strongly polar 
spaces. 
4.1. DEFINITION. We say that a locally convex space E over K has the 
Hahn-Banach extension property (H.B.E.P.) in short) if every closed linear 
subspace of E has the W.E.P. (equivalently, if every linear subspace of E has 
the W.E.P.). 
The next characterization of spaces with the H.B .E .P .  is of  the same type as 
Schikhof 's  theorem in [5] for strongly polar spaces (see § 1). 
4.2. THEOREM. For a locally convex space E over K the following properties 
are equivalent: 
i) E has the H.B.E.P. 
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ii) For every continuous seminorm p on E, Kerp is a weakly closed subspace 
of E. 
iii) Every closed subspace of E is weakly closed. 
PROOF. i)=ii): Le tp  be a continuous eminorm on E. We may assume that 
p~0.  Set D=Kerp.  Take a~E\D and consider DI=D(~Ka. D is a closed 
hyperplane in D1, which implies that there is f cD i  with f(D)={0} and 
f(a) = 1. Let f be a continuous linear extension o f f  to E. Then f (D)= {0} and 
f(a) = 1. So D is weakly closed. 
ii)=iii). Let D be a closed subspace of E. For each x~E\D there is a 
continuous eminorm p on E such that p(D) = {0} and p(x) -~ 0 ([6], proposition 
4.2). Then, by ii) we are done. 
iii) = i) Let D be a closed subspace of E and let S be a closed hyperplane of 
D. As S is weakly closed we have (theorem 3.2) that (E/S)' separates the points 
of E/S. Then we can use lemma 2.2 to conclude that D/S has the W.E.P. in 
E/S. From theorem 2.3 it follows that D has the W.E.P. 
REMARKS 
1. There exist polar spaces over non-spherically complete fields K with the 
H.B.E.P. that are not strongly polar. 
Indeed, let (E, r) be a non-strongly polar locally convex space over K (e.g. 
l°°). Let r(E, E') be the finest locally convex topology on E (see for example 
[2], p. 97). Then (E, r(E, E')) is a polar space ([5], proposition 5.4) having the 
H.B.E.P. (every linear form on E is continuous) that is not strongly polar. 
2. Clearly if E has the H.B.E.P. every linear subspace of E has again this 
property. 
Also, quotients of spaces having the H.B.E.P. have again the H.B.E.P.: Let 
M be a closed subspace of E. Let F be a closed subspace of E/M. Let D be a 
closed (and hence weakly closed) subspace of E such that F=D/M.  As in the 
proof of the last part of theorem 3.2 we have that (E/M)/(D/M) is linearly 
homeomorphic to E/D. Applying characterization ii) of weakly closed sub- 
spaces in theorem 3.2 we obtain that D/M is weakly closed in E/M. 
3. Let (an) be a weakly convergent sequence in E. Let D be the closed 
linear hull of {an :n ~N}.  Suppose that D has the W.E.P. in E. By equi- 
valence i)¢~ ii) of theorem 2.3 it follows that (an) is a(D, D')-convergent. But D 
is of countable type which implies that (an) is convergent ([5], proposition 
4.11). 
This consideration allows us to the following result extending [5], propo- 
sition 4.11 : 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let E be a locally convex space having the H.B.E.P. 
Then every weakly convergent sequence in E is convergent. 
§ 5. THE ASSOCIATED NORMED SPACES 
5.1. PROPOSITION. If E is a normed space with the H.B.E.P. then E is a 
polar space. 
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PROOF. From [3], theorem 5.2 (this theorem is proved for Banach spaces but 
the proof holds for normed spaces as well) it follows that E is topologically 
pseudoreflexive. I.e. E is topologically isomorphic with a subspace of its bidual 
E" . Since E" is a polar space, so is E (see [5], proposition 5.3). 
REMARK. The converse of 5.1 is not true. Indeed (l °°, H' 1]) is a polar space 
but, if K is not spherically complete, its subspace c o does not have the W.E.P. 
If E is a locally convex space and p is a continuous eminorm on E we denote 
by Ep the space E/Kerp and by ZCp : E~Ep the canonical surjection. The space 
Ep carries a natural norm U' lip defined by ]l~zp(x)II =p(x). For this norm the 
mapping Zip is continuous. The spaces (Ep 1[' t1 p) are called the "'normed spaces 
associated to E". 
A classical problem is to deduce properties of E from analogous properties 
of the Ep. In our context we are interested in the property: 
(I) "'Ep has the H.B.E.P. for every continuous eminorm p on E". 
From 5.1 it follows that (I) implies: 
(II) "Ep is a polar space for every continuous eminorm p on E". 
Now it turns out hat (I) and (II) are equivalent. In fact we have, 
5.2. THEOREM. For a locally convex space E over K the following properties 
are equivalent 
i) Ep has the H.B.E.P. for every continuous eminorm p on E. 
ii) Ep is a polar space for every continuous eminorm p on E. 
iii) For every continuous seminorm p on E there exists a polar continuous 
seminorm q that is equivalent to p. 
iv) For each linear subspace D, for each continuous seminorm p, for each 
feD '  with Ifl <-P on D there exists a C>_ 1 and an extension feE '  o f f  with 
I?l<__C.p on E. 
v) For each continuous seminorm p on E there exists a G > 1 such that every 
closed subspace M of countable type of Ep has the G-extension property. Le. 
Vf  eM', ~tf ~E~ extending f with II?li-< G tLfll. 
I f  E satisfies one of these conditions then E is a polar space with the 
H.B.E.P. 
PROOF. ii)=iii): Let p be a continuous eminorm on E. As Ep is a polar 
space, it follows easily that there exists a polar norm q on Ep that is equivalent 
to the usual norm on Ep. Then q(x)=dl.rtp(x) (xeE) defines a polar ([5], 
remark following definition 3.1) continuous eminorm on E that is equivalent 
to p. 
iii)=iv): It is very easy to verify that if E satisfies property iii) then every 
quotient of E satisfies also this property. Thus, iii)=iv) follows as in [5], 
theorem 4.2. 
iv)=i): Take p a continuous eminorm on E, DCEp a closed subspace, 
feD ' .  Put H=n~I(D)CE, and g=f.~zp/GeH'. As feD '  there exists L>0 
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with If(TZp(X)] <-_L llnp(X)llp VTrp(X) ~. D, which impl ies that ]g(h)l <__L.p(h) 
VheH. Put q=L.p. From iv) appl ied to H, g and q, there exists C>_1 and 
g ~ E' extending , with Igl---c-q. For  7rp(X)eEp ut f(np(x))= g(x). Then, f is 
a well def ined cont inuous l inear form on Ep extending f .  
i )=v) :  It is a direct consequence of  [3], theorem 5.2. 
v )= ii): Let p be a cont inuous eminorm on E. By v), the normed space Ep 
is topologica l ly  pseudoref lexive. Hence, Ep is a po lar  space. 
F inal ly ,  let us observe that if E satisfies property  iii) then E is a polar  space. 
Also,  f rom proper ty  ii) we have that,  for every cont inuous eminorm p, E~ 
separates the points of  Ep. Hence (theorem 3.2) Kerp is weakly closed in E. 
Theorem 4.2 allows us to conclude that E has the H .B .E .P .  
The authors whish to thank W. Schikhof  for his useful suggestions. 
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